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Eastern T€achers news
11Tell the Truth and Don't Be Afraid"
EASTERN

II-NO. 15

ILLINOI.6 STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE--CHARILESTON

Buzzard Speaks
At University

"Credit Where Credit Is Due"

morning,

Of "Ladies in Retirement"

Feb.

8,

Director Chooses

Directs 'Ladies'

Presi'.l.ent Robert G. Buzzard de

livered the following address

to the

Dillier, Roberts
UNDER

state Council on Higher Education.

hearsal in preparation for the East

of Players club are now in daily !l"e

at

the

ern presentation of "Ladies in Re

request of Governor

tirement."

physical plants and the educational
policies

of the six institutions

Production

of

term play

higher learning in Illinois has been
made under the direction of

During these same two

years

In the cast, Betty Heise

s�ate-supported institutions, contin

actress

Ingram Plays Lead
Miss

for principalships and superintend

entaition

B. C. Robbins

Mr.

. . . Makes choice

year curriculum presupposes a bach

elor's degree at the end of the fourth

five Illinois teacher training institu

tions should follow the procedure of

some 17 other states and offer work
on

IAsTERN

the

Staff Reporter
CONTINUES

eventful career of Lieutenant

ry Wood '40, who recently was

rated

by his commanding offi
i:er, Vice Admiral John H. Tower
..ith the navy cross <for his heroic
lrvice in the Coral Sea battle.

In presenting the cross to Wood

�d five other men, Admiral Tower

llaid that our fighting men "possess
tile essentials of fortitude and deter1\nation which win battles and

·ch-make no mistake-will win

�e war as well.
Iiast summer Wood
listern student body

addressed the

and described

his experiences resulting after the

lrcraft carrier USS Lexington, on
•hich he was stationed, was sunk

by the Japanese.
In describing his adventures, the
�man edition of the News stat
ed �·wood crossed the equator four

Imes. re-crossed it four more times,
�ok ·pa1t in history's first carrier

rs. carrier battle, was reported miss-

g in aetion, and lived with natives

leges."

Divergency

llY above him when he emerged from

IS

the

Army--Or

pus,

Wednesday, Feb.

in

24,

Fin

;Jly locating a native, the two men

'Were

taken .to a village where a wire
By
station was maintained.

less
way of Brisbane, he was returned to

the

United States after an absence

of nine months and one day.

This

minor
small

Field.

show

entertainment
From

was developed a big,

entertainers.

This production

project

of

funds

for

teens

have

county.

service

USO work

all

Many Coles
long

men, as

to

bond-selling

$1,000,0:JO worth of bonds being sold.
Dr. Seymour is in ·charge of ar

Eastern.

Attention, Juniors!
MISS ISABEL McKinney, head
department,

announces that the Junior Eng
lish

examination

will

be held
15,

next Monday morning, Feb.

8 to 11.

Juniors and sen

�ost-Game H 1p

12.

Admission will be

10 cent.s per student.

excused from

10 o'clock classes.
8

o'clock in rooms assigned on the
bulli;tin board. Seniors who have
not passed this examination are
permitted to try again, and are
urged to do so.

Lower classmen

are not admitted.

'44, will rep

city-wide

to

drive

to

secure

books that are urgently
fill

hours

of relaxaition

and

merchant

seamen .

Victory Book Campaign is

·to the trash can.

This

who

are

offering

their

lives

These men want

at home; they want recent fiction,
especially

mysteries

and

westerns,

and technical books published since
1935," states Miss Wright.

in

cast

stage-struck

actress.

roles

in

last

the

of

winter's

pro

part

in

Shakespeare's

"Taming

She also appeared in this

year's Homecoming play, "OUt of the
Frying Pan."
Betty Denny

'

45, and Virginia La
Mr. Rob

cey '46, have ·been cast by

bins as the two demented sisters of
Ellen, Louisa and Emily.

Miss Den

ney had one of the leads in '.'Out of

the Frying Pan," while Miss Lacey
a freshman,

will

the first .time

be appearing for

before an

Eastern

audience.
Roberts Takes Role
Burnetta Dill!er

will

'45,

handle

the role of Lucy, ,the maid, who as
sists Albert Feather,

John Roberts

in uncovering his Aunt Ellen's

'45,

crime.

Miss

Dillier

played

the

lead

"What A Life."

Roberts is a veter

an of the Eastern stage, having

had

es."

and

leads in "What A ILife.'' "Little Fox
"Taming

"Out

The

of

the

of ,the Frying
plot,

in ·brief,

mented

home.

sisters

concerns

to keep her two de
at

the

employer's

Ellen's nephew, discovers the

murder but is finally forced to flee
to America
crimes.

rto escape from his own

The scene is laid in an old Tudor

house on the Thaines River

Estu

ary in England In the year of 1885.

'43, are serving as assistant directors.

"STAFF WORK is nearing completion on .the 1943 WARBLER," stat

ed

Margaret

Rademaker,

editor.

"The cover which exemplifies

been selected. Copy has been assign

ed to various departments and clubs.

The final

HANK MESSER and his orchestra
from

Bloomington, Ill.,

the

theme, 'Things We Fight For,' has

Council Maps Plans
For Formal Dance
will pro

editing of the book will

be in the early part of March.

ern men in serv'ice who left school

the

iLER the latter part of March or the

year

which

1will

be

sponsored

on Friday evening, Feb. 19, by the
Student

Council.

Dancing

will be

this year may expect their WARB

first part of April."

Commerce Club
Hears Bails, Morris
COMMERCE CLUB held its February meeting Tuesday night, Feb. 9

in the dance studio.
was

preceded

meeting.

by

The program

a short business

Mr. R. A. Morris, one-time min

"Students now enrolled and East

vide the Incentive for dancing at the
Blackout Ball, first formal dance of

'46.

Joan Sheeks '43, and Robert Rourke

Nears Completion
. . . Throws light switch

a

murders her em

housekeeper who
ployer in order

Shrew."

!Pan."

The settings are taking shape un

Warbler Staff Work
David Fisher

in

the 1941 Homecoming production of

der the direction of Jim Roberts

midnight

Admission was the purchase

the English

public

the same best sellers that we read

USO

of a bond, and bonds were sold dur

of

the

bitter hardships.

can

This show was given in Champaign

drive.

Mary Ellen Wright

new

and are suffering privations if not

raise

After the show the floor of

with a

the

resent the student body in making

men

80 men a day in October

connection

Allen,

ed books in

with the entertainers taking part.
in

Betty

is a contribution to the morale of

entertaining

until

Miss

librarian.

"The

over the

the Mattoon

continue

forces, under the leadership of

not a substitute for tossing unwant

and for children, 12 and under, 25

will

ed

Book

in the arm

in the main hall of the Main build

Tickets will be on sale this week.

ing

Victory

help of Miss Esther Dugleby, refer

and 75 a day in [)ecember.

cents.

of the

ence librarian, is planning for the

canteen, for example, entertained an
average of

being

Eastern's student council, with the

groups

county

been

sponsors

guardsmen

professional

county

message

for soldiers, sailors, marines, coast

is a cooperative

Coles

the

wanted

variety show

are

is the

campaign for the men

these best

of 65 ment and an orchestra. Most

of the performers

enjoyed"

broadcast throughout Charleston by

ing during .the week of February 21.

these smaller

"Stage noor,"

married,

spring.

"GIVE THE book that you read and

plans for the college to part!cipaite

of

All juniors must be present at

TC-Newton game Friday

Page Eight

pily

a

Chanute

TC High Sponsors

ht, Feb.

on

teachers

of

of the Shrew," which was given last

book collection center to be located

activities

groups of men at

from

ter the

Illinois

In

duction of "Little Foxes,'' and had

of

is the outgrowth

iors taking the examination are

WJ'() HIGH is sponsoring a record
ing dance in the Main auditorium

five

the

health education building.

four· days

natives.

,to

will be giV'en on the Eastern cam

J;wimming ashore when he land
for

as

Blackout 'tlarden

Is It?",

rangements for the performance at

.,ith hls radio man
l!thout locating any

opinion

an army show from Chanute Field,

ing the performance, with a total of

ed his ulane in the water, he lived

of the

Continued

Show at Eastern
"'!'HIS

in

appeared

the tragic role of Kate, an unhap

leading

El Participates
In Book Drive

in

the clouds. In a second hide-and
�k battle, he succeeded in losing
the Japs but lost himself in the
IJocess."

uates

Chanute Soldiers Give

the gym will be cleared and danc

y planes but found them direct

a

dertake a study of what the grad

ti,ys.
"On the morning of May 8, dur
jng the Coral Sea battle, two Jap
�ro planes cornered Wood and he

flew into the clouds. In a hectic
!5hi.inu7es he tried to elude the en-

to

whether such a pror.edure was de

The admission for adults is 50 cents

south sea island for

leading

sirable led President Buzzard to un

several

"n a

level

riculum in the Illinois teachers col

------ ---- ·-··------

to follow

graduate

work would set up a fiV'e-year cur

Receives
�avy Cross for l-leroic Service
By

a

master's degree. The offering of this

first

Miss Ingram handled one

year and a master's degree at the
"This study has grown out of the

Ingram

Eastern dramatics in the same pres

encies and for teaching subject mat
ter in the high schools. Such a five

question as to whether or not the

her
por

presented in the winter of 1941.

particularly

end of the fifth year.

by

Creed, as

duction of "Stage Door," which was

f!ve

year curriculum for the training of
school teaehers,

murdered

Ellen

Heise had a part in the Eastern pro

"One of the outstanding problems

public

is

trayed by Marjorie Ingram '43. Miss

ing.

a

who

housekeeper,

these Institutions in teacher train

of

'44, makeB

her return to .the Eastern stage in
the part of Leonora Fiske, retired

ued their study of the function of

that

winter

for Mon

ing employed.

the

made up of committees from the six

been

for ,the

been set

of the health education building be

State Council on Higher Education,

studied has

date

has

day night, March 1, with the stage

Dr. Le

land of the University of Chicago.

40,

dramatics

He said, "During the current bien
nium,

Lt. l--larry Wood

iEiastern

head, the casrt and production crews

L.wight H. Green, a survey of the

ice Admiral Tower Presents Medal

new

at the University of Illinois in Ur
bana.

miral John H. Tower for hercic service in the Coral Sea Battle.

THE direction of Mr. B. G.

Robbins,

'!'he meeting of the council was held

T. HARRY Wood '40, is decorated by his commanding officer, Vice Ad

1943

B. C. Robbins Announces Cast

Graduate Study
MONDAY

10,

Heise, Denny, Ingram, Lacey Take Parts

President Conducts
ON

FEBRUARY

WlEDNESDAY,

ing
by

engineer,

and now

hobby gaV'e

talk�

a

very

a

painter

interesting

Jene .Bails read her original

oration which won first place in the
college Intramural program.

from 9 to 12 in the Main auditorium.
Ralph

has

Irvin,

appointed

Council

the

president,

following com

mittee heads: Martha Moore, pub

On the Eastern News Front ....

sales;

Heise, Ingram, Denny, ILa.cey secure parts in "Ladies/ in Retirement"
IPage one, column five.

Dave Fisher '43, general chairman

Lt. Harry Wood receives Navy Cross for heroic service-Page one, col
umn one.

licity;

Lee

Cammon, ticket

and David Fisher, programs.

states, "The itheme of the affair will

be 'The

Blackout,' and .

programs

and der;orations will be in keeping
with this idea.
dances

will

members

of

A series of blackout

be featured and
the

Student

.tihe

Council

and their escorts will serve as of
ficial

ning.

air raid wardens for the eve

Dr. Buzzard delivers address on graduate work at the University of
Illinois-Page one, column three.
Hodgen's Pond hides
one.

glory of early civic history....a
..P ge two, Column

Eastern cagers face University of Illinois freshmen tonight-Page
column one.
Haight describes
one.

teaching

six,

experiences in China-Page eight, column

EASTERN TEACHERS NEWS

PAGE TWO

Pool Supplies City with Ice

Old Hodgen's Pond Hides Glory
Of �arly Civic History

Warner, Johnson
Play Recital
department, will present

ONLY A block and a half from the

a

college at 4 o'clock.

unnoticed by many, stands old Hod

The program will consist of three
sonatas-Brahms No. 3, opus 108 in

cated

G Major; and Cesar Franck, Sonata

and

Thiro,

D Minor; Robert Warner, Sonata in

the

pond has filled in and b3en unc'.ai·ed
for to such an

extent

that it

full experience of his many master

esting life history.

Seventy years ago, Robert S. Hod
gen, a well-to-do land broker who

had come to Charleston .as a surv'eyor

for the railroad,

decided

'

::.

one he achieved phenomenal

st::irage

cess.

iP'olk

wa.s

filled with the colorful

the

most southerly street at that time,

completed in January, 1942 and per
formed that spring at a concert of

Division and Fourth were the

boundaries running north and south.

... Franc Warner Brahms

A gully ran from the south �en

the
of this are toward
Town Branch, and Hodgen Widened
of

northern end.

earth

All the

along

the

work

was

done with a horse and scrape1·.

in the style of a jig.

eye

toward

recreational

A

possi

into

informal party held

barbed

in a Valentine's
dancing and

were started by many shoots stuck

The

men

Nettie

... Interprets own work

would be .broken into square blocks,
and the blocks pushed to the north

of ice over the bank, and the ice
slid down a chute into the ice house

which was built just north of the
i;>ond;
er,

It was built up layer by lay

and

well

covered

by

sawdust,

which kept the ice all through the
summer.
Hodgen's .Pond was the only body
of water of much size near Char

leston in those days, and after all

fusely there.

A tragedy occurred there not long
after the pond was built. A small
school boy by the name of Gray

was drowned while ·playing at the

pond.

The pond, which can now be

walked across, was then 18 feet deep.
Every winter a hole had to be cut

in the ice in order for the fish to
get

air,

but one

winter

the

man

who was supposed to perform this

the ice needed for storage had been

duty forgot to do so, and after the

Charleston's ice skaters.

fish were taken away.

taken, the pond was turned over to
The pond,

then about 100 by 200 feet, would
be packed with ska,ters,
fires

were

kept

a,nd large

burning

near

its

edges to warm up .by.
In summers, the pond wa,s con
sidered the ideal picnic spot, and on
Sunday
ways

afternoons,

there was al

.group ea,ting nearby. Hod

a

gen kept a boa,t on the pond,. and
he would bring in a, mess of fish ev
ery week.

Mr. Fred Bla,ckford, for

mer ma,yor of Charleston and nep

hew of· Mr. Hodgen, recalls taking
carp "as big as a man's leg" out of
pond.

Large bullfrogs were also in

-the pond, and once in a while they
provided a dinner of frog's legs.
·

After

the

college

was

founded,

Hodgen's Pond became a source of
study

and observation.

It teemed

with plant and animal growth.

ice

melted,

nothing

many

except

tubfuls

of dead

Since then,

small

catfish

has

lived there.
Today, the magnificent old willows
around the pond are broken and rot
ten with age.

In the summer, high

weeds almost prevent access to the
nearby dry pond.Winter snows raise
the water level enough
skating, l:>ut
lakes

near

there

are

to beckon
now

town, and only

and

retiring president

of the Bo

tanical .society of America, publish
ed

a

well-known article on the per

iodicity of fresh water algae in which
he makes frequent reference to Hod

gen's Pond. The article, which is a

pond is filled with melted snows and
April rains, and when the
water lilies, and catfails

willows,
begin

to

turn green amid .the nightly chorus
of the frogs and "spring peepers,"
Hodgen's iPbnd again

suggests

former glory and interest
once surrounded it.

gae, was

Transeau

the
of

result of a study
1the

life

in

by

various

bodies of water around Charleston.
He had several collecting stations in
Hodgen's Pond from which he took
regular observations.
For many years, the biologists at
Eastern would annually collect speci
mens of hydra and .tadpoles from

the pond.

There was also interest

a

k.

enrollment.

If there's

cho:ce ·between an

eight-page

who have left.

theme, with
furnishing the

were

cake,

Miss

Louis

Betty

After all, the boys

ual

effect of ,planes, clouds

space in the upper part of the
From
above,
Dive

a

r

suggestion of blue

models

of

German

S

bombers, P-:l8's and En

and American bombers and glid

are suspended in space and in
spersed l:>y gray clouds, all of w
gradually move around, motiva:
air currents. Two eighth grade
pils,

Kenneth

Young

and

Alter, especially contributed to
part of the exhibition.
Framed impressions of war

sc

in paint and crayon are hung on
walls about the room.

Such pa'

ings as "Let's Bomb Tokyo," aw
color by Bobby Zeigel, "Hot
Mr.Jap," by Hugh David; "Bat
by Richard Dickerson, and

nu

ous others meet the visitor's g
Among the many models in
·train models by Donald

Rot

and a well-constructed tank by K
neth Young.

In all, 35 children.

represented in

the show.

One of the special features of
exhibit is the group of books,

zines and

pamphlets

on

var

selected

and

contributed by

Harriet Love, the school librariaQi
The exhibition will be open rot
public during school hours thro
out the month of February.

I don',t think there's

any.thing going on around school
that could ·be.

It's pretty small

right now, but I don't think there

Make your plans now

to at

the "Blackout" Formal next
night.

ls anything ,that could be added.
Dario Covi: I like it pretty much as
it ls.

and

McKelfresh,

ed to give a somewhat realist�

modes of transportation which

thait hasn't been put in the paper

I think more human inter

est stories, small

humorous fea

The latest Victor, Columbia am
Decca Classical and Popular

tures could be added.

Winnie

Schultz,

personally

make up a large percentage of the
readers.
Connie Bell:

Under the direction of Dr.
Hoover, the exhibit has been i

Records and Albums.
HUCKLEBERRY

The advertisers in your News help

Jewelry and Music Store

make it possible for its publication.

Nothing is Nicer or More Appreciated than

old Kimpling, Madeline Sluder, Karl
Rennels, Marjorie Ingram, Jack Du

Meeker

made

fine

enson, Ruth
Joan

Ellis,

John

A Box of Candy

Thread,

King, Iva11 Kennard, Bertha

Myers, Ralph Irvin, Dorothy Tom
linson,

Jack

Swearingen,

Beth

Piersol,

Kersch,

Ralph
Dale

Nina

Von

Mary

Behrens,

ble, Toby Stokes, Mary Jo Searby,
John
Shaw,

Roberts,

Betty

Ginger

Vail,

Reeder,
and

Jim

leather

plain;

'BETTER CLEANING!

Leroy

Buchanan.

!RENEW '11HE BEAUTY OF YOUR GARMENTS
Our Cleaning Method Will Do It

Conley Addresses Class

SCHEIDKER CLEANERS

LT. EA:R!L Conley, former student
at Eastern, and at present in the

AND

army air corp, spoke to the photog

FURRIERS

TELEPHONE 234

raphy class last Friday, Feb. 5, at
3 p. m. His subject was "Photog

JUST EAST OF CAMPUS

raphy in the Air Corp."

Lt. Conley is here on a short fur

lough.

WHY PAY ANY MORE?·

TRADE AT

When we will clean your suits arid dresses the modern, scien
h
n
d
e
f
..
..
...
..

:�r· ��� � ;�:� �� .:��� ���-��� ����-�����.'

Campbell's Shoe Shop
Buy Stamps with the
Balance and Lick the
Other Side.

��-�� ���-·�·�······· 75c

BIGGS CLEANERS

Just South of Square on S eventh

PHONE 456.

the

bill

a varied assortment of designs for
or

TELEPHONE 81

Northeast Corner Square

Helen Stites, Jim Franks, Margaret
Wente, Charles Vail, Kathryn Gra

CHARL ESTON PROFESSIONAL CARD

folds-the small size for ladles and
men-embossed

Corner Confectionery

Jean

Smith,

which

priced

$1.00 up; all genuine leather.--C. P.
Coon, The Dependable Jeweler, 408
Sixth St.

world classic, and the only thing of
its kind on the reproduction of al

o.

is doing a swell job in face of a

decreased

few

children p1ay on the ice there.
However, in the spring when the

E.

department a,t Ohio State university

Roy Boley: I think -it's

ed in the school.

display cabinet are several ship

Ann Wilson: I think the News staff

other
a

N. Transeau, former teacher at E,ast
e..-n and now head of the Botany

pretty good paper as it is except
I'd like more letters.

Bois, Jane Stephenson, Ross Steph
in the water lilies, which grow pro

Here, a horse pulled the chunks

Clementson for one thing. It's a

Lee Cammon, Billy Strotman, Har

Mr. Robert Warner

strips

Supplles Ice

Hill,

very adequately, and

e

trains, made by the children

Heise, Eugene Wright, Connie Bell,

strips with ·a one-man crosscut saw.

bank.

cards

guests

handled

Shirley Mcintosh: More letters from

Day

ell Emmerich, Albert

would cut the ice into long parallel
Then with long picks, the

is

I can offer no plans for revision.

more news in it about the boys

Neely, Mrs. Franklyn Andrews, Jew

ed ice for Hodgen and a few of his
the

ing on Price.

John Deibil: I believe thait the News

candy mints were served.

For many years, the pond provid
winter

as it is, but there should be a ceil

John Keith Reed: They should have

in the dance

freshm•mts of punch,

planted in the pond.

the

prefer the six-page paper.

main diversions of the evening. Re

in the ground. Water lilies were also

about

teachers and students both.

The dance studio was decorated

grow around the edge of the pond

things

Doris Jean Newell: I enjoy the News

.11 p. m.

numbers of carp, channel cat, and
crople. The large willows which now,

Every

clude more

studio last Friday, Feb. 5 from 8 to

After the pond

was filled, he stocked it with large

neighbors.

stories, and I .think that would in

paper more often, I

DELTA Gamma pledges entertained actives and guests at an

wire between them to keep the pond
from being seined.

nice if the News were more per
sonalized with humor and interest

This will be

Chi Deft Pledges
Entertain Actives
OHI

basin and strung

Ruth Ramsey: I think it would be

pap er occasionally and a six-page

bilities, also. Before it was filled,
he drove a large number of posts
the

more funny jokes and items.

in Charleston.

the pond with an

its

to make, but I would like to see

the first performance of this work

special pipe was run into the pond,
and it was filled with city water.
Hodgen built

on the program, this

with a scherzo movement s omewhat

Composer

and deepened a part of this, puttmg
high bank

other music

especially

I'd JJso like more club coverage.

In contrast to the

sonata is light in character ending

.tral part

a

in Jacksonville.

like more

Albert Eckeri: I have no complaints

modern works at MacMurray college

Miss M. Irene Johnson

Hodgen .Undertakes Work

I'd

students,

-oh, something like a spotlight.

The sonata of Mr. Warner's was

and Harrison was a
well-beaten
cowpath, with Tyler not existing at
all.

harmonies

that are typically Franck.

the

about the seniors who are leaving

moments it is lyric in character and

cided to build the pond was almcst
then.

The work is built on monu

Beth Piersol:

about

suc

mental lines, yet even in its biggest

The area near where Hodgen de
country

Mary

only work of this· type but in this

problem.

all

per would you make?

.The sonata of Cesar Franck is his

quite a while afterward.>, and the
provided

What specific changes in the pa

beauty of his symphonies.

was no ice plant in Charleston :or
summers

els of airplanes, ships, tanks,

of the great�st works in this form.
emotional depths and the melodic

·

build a pond to provide ice. There

hot

pieces, the sonata of Brahms is one

In this small medium, it attains the

to

1. The new exhibit consists of m

IF YOU were editor of the News,

Written late in his life with the

longer gives any hint of an inter

openel

mentary training school

second exhibition last Monday,

by Ruth Maness

in A Major.

no

CHILDREN'S MUSEUM of the

Feb.

gen's Pond, the former pride and
playground of the entire city. Lo
near Tyler

Child ...

sonata

afternoon,

14, in the Main auditorium of the

Virtuoso

center of Charleston, yet almost

on SUnday

Training School
Exhibits Art

Elephant's

MISS IRENE Johnson and Mr.Robert Warner, members of the Music
recital

By Ray Metter
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Phones: Office 126; Residence 715
J. A. OLIVER, M. D.

A good hair cut just doesn't hap
pen-it is the result of long ex
perience and careful attention.
You can get that kind of service
at the

HOLMES BARBER SHOP
Southwest Corner of Square

CLINTON D. SWICKARD

Second Floor Lincoln Bldg.

DENTIST
Charleston National Bank Bldg.
Phones: Office 476; Residence 762

DR. N. C. IKNAYAN
Office-501

Jackson

st.

BY APP01JNTMENT
.Phone

69

Residence Phone 380

S.· B� M. D.

DR. W. B. TYM

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat

Charleston, m.
THERE 18 NO SUBSTITUTE
FOR QUALITY

1

Hours by Appointment
PHYSICIAN AJND SURGEON
Phones:

6041!! Sixth St.
Office, 30; Residence, 'I'll

1WILLIAM M.

G. B. D UDLEY M. D.
,

Off�ce Hours, 1 : 00 to 6: oo
511 ¥.?

Jackson Street

SWICKARD,

M. D.
6041h Jackson St.
Charleston, Ill.
Telephone 132
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Sweet Music and You

H all Formulates Plans

Beckons Brothers

A Dream

For Washington Ball
PEMBERTON

Wa lki ng

sponsor

HALL residents will

their

annual

formal

dance, the Washington iBall, again
this

year, according

nouncement

By 1\-Iartha Moore

made

to

last

an

week

an

by

Emily Gr£er '44, Hall president.

THIS

:i:S the month for wearing

your
s:::me

Lee

heart on your sleeve or in

other

conspicuGas

place, but

it is nc·t without its I=roblems,

match in sho::king p'.nk

earrings

in rharge

to

be your way

Eileen

which

its own sweet way,

says

IJCENES

SIMILAR to the above will be depicted at the

"Blackout"

next Friday night.

dressing

nt, Charleston artist, when inter

ed as to
had met.

the interesting people

He conti nued, "Somehow while I

ns gathering up my pictures,I was
standing with Thomas A. Edi

He was hard of hearing and
had to stand three inches from

n.

I

Because

and yell into his ears.

·

this fact I let him do most of

e talking.

"At that time, Edison was carry

on rubber experiments and he

de this remark which struck my

cy, 'In one weed, I found a great
_

of rubber, then in another of

same kind, I found very little.
ey are as different as members of
e family'."

Mr. Sargent went on to say that
ry F'ord has one of his paintings,
t, as yet, has never paid for it.
'! wrote him several letters and
en one to his son,but I have nev
I am confi

:received an answer.

t, though, that if they had passhis secretaries, he would have ac

wledged them," he said.

"That particular painting was a
rait of Dr. James Russell Pierce.
tnew him first in Chicago. Dr.
rce was large and gaunt with
g white hair, and was the sort

person at whom you would look
·ce if you passed him on the

A trinket

box and

... Cupid's helper

ONE

WEDNESDAY

Pem

Hall

those unique little 'twists

Mrs. Robert G. Buzzard,
and

Mrs.

the

Harold

Reverend

and

the

puffs, all in miniature.

friends at a dinner-dance t·his Sat

and

orary

three

gold, with plenty of room for your
Heart

Inspect the new paint job.

Mrs.

Beats

Under

novelty valentine.

Glass

is

•

a

A Victorian glass

disc, a solid block of convex glass

acting as the sight-seeing guide,

the group

will retire to the dance
dancing.

The

for

of the

annual Phi Sig spring for

dance is designed to take the place
mal.

Fisher

Richard

'44, general chairman, plans

are nearing completion for the event.
The

7 o'clock dinner will be served

by the Home Economics department.
Dav.id

Fisher '43,

toastmaster.

will serve

James Hanks

as

'44, pres

This clever gift can be hung

'41, president of. the alumni associa-

the welcome with Sgt. Frank Tate

Get Your Placement
Bureau Picture
Taken Earl y.
RYAN STUDIO
Phone 598

South Side Square

over your desk or serve as a paper

took them on a tour of various

weight, so you will be ever in her

rooms.

sight and mind.

the face was a sign on which

Feminine Athletes

BUILD BETTER BUSINESS WIT H
ANDREWS PRODUCTS

again?

Hold Party .

They Keep Moving the Year Around

Dr. Buzzard opened the first

door and there staring him in
was

printed, "What, you

here

Another half-hour shot

to Hell!"

Mrs. Cotter and Mrs. Buzzard

LAUGHTER AND gaiety combined

dent's shoulder but were unable

when active members of the Wom

to see because they had left their

en's· Athletic association got <togeth

glasses behind. "What does that
sign says?" Mrs. C otter asked.

er in the Women's gymnasium last
Wednesday night,Feb. 3, at the an

were

peering

over

the

to set the tempo of the evening

Presi

see."

"It's

best

you

Those

didn't

Speach

department,

divided

into

prizes which were awarded to

the

side

of

the

donates

PHONE 85

present

were

teams and each team competed for

Larson Donates Sun
DR. P. M. LARSON, head

Andrews Lumber & Mill Co.
6TH & RAILROAD

nual party.

Clo£ing the door, Dr. Buzzard
replied,

·
dinner-

stm;tio

gym.

ident of the active chapter,will give

give a three

sional quality to the picture it cov

ers.

girl

dimen

magnify and

Alice Cotter, Hall housemother,

and

Under the leadership of

·about three inches in diameter, will

go upstairs to

members, pledges

Flisher states that other

urday evening, Feb. 13 in the wom

en's

pals .to autograph it.

and

Paul

Epsilon

social fraternity will entertain hon

mirrors,

leather with your name stamped in

Dean

Sigma

wrist which conceals rouge, lipstick,

a doodle bracelet? It is of blonde

Mrs.

Curry decided to

decorations, Phi

What could be more friendly than

and

Cavins,

for

Dr. Kevin Guinagh, head of the

Immediately following the dinner,

AMID A setting of Valentine's Day

suggest a cosmetic bracelet----one of

girls, President

Louise

Frances

program plans
are nearing comple·
tion.

At Dinner-Dance

If you don't know just what will
best speak your sentiment, may we

after having dinner with the

are

Fox,

and guests.

the group.

Phi Sigs Celebrate

a letter.

evening

Paula

fraternity adviser, will also address

words for her every time she writes

Dorm Investigation
Proves Embarrassing

decorations

Foreign \Language . depamment and

porcelain desk set will say the sweet

powder, two

Knezik,
Gubbins,

tion, responding for the graduates

Richard Fisher

them or a dainty powder box, or a

By Evelyn Knezik

for

Gail

Faucet, and Irene May.

a pin tray wi:th roses blooming on

Describes Picturesque Career
being exhibited at a fair in
lades, Fla.," stated P'aul Sar

table.

mittee

Evelyn

Daily,

�o come, is a

piece to greet her every day on her

Paul Sargent, Charleston Artist,

ltures

years

Jean

Teagarden,

"Be My Valen

dainty set of porcelain, or a singer

Ball

llenry Ford Possesses Painting

ME YEARS ago I had some pic

for

Wagner,

Wilma

and Irma Alice Hoult. On the com

in

tine" and which will cc·nstantly re
mind her

of the orchestra commit

t:e. Those Pemites serving- on the
dance
program
corrunittee
are

bill fcr
, your heart's desire.
gift

The date for

Miss Greer heads the dance com

Perfume is a certainty to fill the
valentine

or
been

mittee, and Burnetta Dillier '45, is

of giving her your heart.

A

has

for Friday night, Feb. 29, from 9-12.

Le: a necklace of Jit,tJe pink, dang
with pink

eight-piece

Decatur

the invitational dance has been set

here are some suggestions.
hearts

from

bcoked for the affair.

too.

If some o f you are wondering what
is the best way to say "L::>ve me!'',

ling

Ho:mbrook's

chestra

a

daily copy of the Chicago Sun to the
Eastern library.

that

chalked

up

the

T
AS K HE
OOPER
TR
A
R
pA

highest

number of points in various games.
Margaret Wente '44,

Hon

and

were co-chairmen

'44,

event.

Jane

o� the

t.

"I left ·the portrait in a gallery

Mr.

l.oreshan Unity In Florida.

rd's winter home is at Fort My
, only 16 miles away. He l'aw and
ed the portrait and since he knew
. Pierce, he left word for it to be
t to Detroit. Mr. Ford became

e possessor of my painting in that
"
ner.

Mr. Sargent believes that two of
�ictures are in England.

A girl

g in Charleston had them, and
later

married

and

moved

to

Many people throughout

land.

Middle West, New York, Mon
' California, Arizona, and Flor

' are ow
' ners of some of .Sargent's

�res.
•r have traveled quite extensive
in the United States. I've been
times to Florida,

.the

western

visited

states, and

many

also

a chance to paint portraits.

Some

people are interesting to paint and
others are not and you can do a

better job of painting a person whom
you like," he concluded.

For Delicious
Special Flavored
Creams
try

GREEN'S
Home Made
ICE CREAM

J�t Four Doors South of
Square on Sixth St.

I

For everything that's
new and smart in

College
Women's
Apparel

"WONVER WI/AT THAT FELLOW
THINKS ABOUT ON THE
WAY VOWN"

at a Saving
visit
ET H YL'S SHOP
Phone 451

505 Seventh St.

IM��:�'�lililliii�

"Did you know that high
altitude makes you terribly thirsty? 'Dehydrates',
they coll it. Who wouldn't
want an ice-cold Coke.
C o c a-Co l a no t o n l y
quenches thirst, i t adds
refreshment, too. And taste
• • • a deliciousness all its own.
And quality you count on.
Makes you glad you were
thirsty."

ted in the mountains of Ten
ret and Pennsylvania. While in
o in 1912, I painted several des

·

i&Cenes.

One now hangs in Pem

and.another in the Main build-

"I hold exhibits at various times
' places.

Some

wn's. Coun!:y

are

shown

in

in Nashville, Indi

Hcosier Gallery at Indianapo

and also a 'one man exhibit' in
public

library

in

Los Angeles,

tom J and at Lieber's Art Store

Jndianapolis.

While

' in Chicago, my

attending

paintings

shown at the Chicago Artists."

Mr. Sargent was born and rear111><>ut 10 miles southeast of Char

We extend

an

lnvitati<>n to all

Eastern students to take ad·
vantage of the services rendered by this institution.

on. He went to a country school

later attended Eastern where he

-

ed his interests in ar.t and bot-

'Most of

my

paintings

are

na

scenes because in this part of

'woods', you don't get much

of

CHARLESTON NATIONAL BANK

'

)

-�
...

eomro UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

MAITOON COCA-COLA BOTILING CO,

I
I
i_ i

r .
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College

Sheeks Advises "Do
Your Job Well"

at

Charleston.

By Joan Sheeks
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JAME.S HANKS

in chapel we watched
ot our campus beauties pin silver wings:
.
cadets. These are young men who know
what their tasks are during the
war and who are doing them
well .
Our brothers, cousins, friends,
and even our fellow students who
have left school to join Uncle
Sam's forces have a j ob to do
too, and if we can believe th
ne :v spapers and radios, they are
domg that j ob successfully.
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Draft Promises to Exert Greater Effect
On Status of American Home
PEOPLE IN the United States_ have become well acquainted
with the draft in recent years. We have seen the attitude
of most American people change from one of doubt to that of
whole-hearted approval.
It was hard, at 6rst, for young men just out of college to
interrupt successful careers for the proposed year of training.
It was difficult, too, when Congress lengthened the period of
training. Yes, many were prone to criticize boldly the govern
ment for such interference in the lives of these youth.
But then those cries .of disapproval were forever silenced
when the Japanese hastened our active use of the men trained
and toughened by the draft. Those congressmen, who had th�
fore sight to realize all the time that war was imminent, were to
thank.
Without the draft we would have paid far more dearly than.
we really did. Now in 1943, the draft is going to exert even
more far reaching effects upon America.
Recent government reports are to the effect that practically
all able-bodied men between the ages of 18 and 38 inclusive will
be called this year. Men with wives are being called up already,
and e ven men with larger families will probably be called pro
gressively as the year ages and the need arises.
With workers leaving non-essential industries and going
into essential occupations, it is easy to understand what is going
to happen to those industries which formerly produced Amer
ica's luxuries and a great many prooucts previously classed as
necessities.
The bare facts convince one that all this talk about women
warkers is not j ust "blah." The truth is that the American
woman is undergoing, or has undergone, a transformation.
No longer will the fair American lady be treated any differ
ent than men. Ever since the day when she first began her
fight for suffrage and equal rights with men, this process o f
equalization has been going on. True, she has lost some of her
femininity but she has become much more useful, and today we
are glad the American woman is willing and able to assume
these tougher j obs.
I t looks like goodbye, glamour ; hello, overalls !

Governmental Rationing Reveals Highest,
Most Contemptible Character of People
THE PROBLEM of nation-wide rationing is comparatively
simple in application, but it is the reactions of the public
which constitute the real problem . Too many American people
do not even attempt to understand the rationing situation.
When an announcemen t is made of a product to be rationed
in the near future, these people raise their voices indignantly
and make all kinds of accusations and statements. They accuse
somebody of t rying to get rich ; they insist that it is j ust a lot
of "red tape" to benefit the officials of governme nt.
These are the rumor-mon gers and defeatists who broadcast
their fears. These are the people who unwittingl y are playing

right into the hands of the Axis.
When a rationing rumor is started it may b e bantered about
. until it has increased to such an intensity that it creates a panic
which results in local shortages, There is a general rush to buy
The com
up the present stock until the supply is exhausted .
munity in turn must replenish its supply and this in turn crip_
ples the t ransporta tion system when railroads are so urgently

needed for troop transpor tation
Perhaps the problem of hoarding could be eliminated if the
rationing announce ments were not made until the very time for
th<t rationing order to become effective. When sugar rationing
was first mentioned as a possibility , panicky housewiv es flocked
to the stores to stock up their pantries .
Coffee rationing was hinted by Leon Henderso n a month_
in advance "to forestall hysteria" but it had the opposite effect.
with
Meat rationing was forecast several months in advance
the
all
stripped
ly
complete
had
ves
housewi
that
result
the
days.
canned meat products from- retailers ' shelves w ithin a few
an
The limiting of shoes to three pairs a year, which w.as
nounced · last week-end, is probably the most successfu l of any
attemp t to curtail hoardin g. The announcemen t came to most.
people as a comple te surpris e.
However , some stores in Chicago opened on Sunday, allow
rs - to stock up on shoes and to be unaffect ed by the
custome
ing
the stores
order. Such unpatrio tic gestures on the part of
of
hoarder s.
"
the
hysteria
mass
ious
"contag
thegreatly add to
their stocks
Those Chicago retailers should realize that once
a while
have been cleaned out they will probably wait quite
the
hoarders
ed.
And
replenish
be
can
supplies
their
before
•

,_
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Joan Sheeks

Although we cannot all be cadets or war
heroes on the battlefronts, does that mean that
w � here at Eastern have no job to do ? It cer
a mly does not . As Eleanor Roosevelt has said,
. Do wh tever you are doing at the p.resent,
�
only <lo tt better than ever before ."

�

"HITLER'S CiH]LDREN," last

week-end's offerinf

the Will Rogers, can be briefly reviewed by sa

it was loaded with luscious propaganda. With Tim
and Bonita Granville playing

leading roles at

the

Nazi boy and a German-born American girl figh
for the right to love against the background of Hi
celebrated

new

order, the

movie

held

one's in

without too much trouble to the very end.
The plot became a trifle impossible in spots,
the story managed to give

what we have been led

believe is a pretty authentic picture of the emotl
storm on which Hitler rode to power.
One point which this movie stressed and whicll

post.

too_ often neglected when politicians discuss

peace is the fact that Nazism is imbedded to the
core of Germany's youth.

iLike all radical move

it has always been primarily a youth movement.
after Hitler's downfall, the problem of converting

of

many's younger generation to some other form

ernment and away from the principles of Nazism
form a demanding challenge.
Just as Hitler rode to power on a cockeyed m

Are we meeting this challenge ? Our j ob
here and now is going to school to get an edu
cation so that we will be better able to meet
the problems of the post-war world. Yet when
I hear students saying, " I 'm bored wi h this
place," or "
hat's the use of s tudying," or "I
could be makmg money working in a factory "
? r ,even those who say, "I feel that I'm not d 
mg anything but just drifting," I can't help but
feel that we aren't even doing our j ob well let
'
alone "doing it better than ever."

race theory and on a sermon of the robbery of Ver

Even though we seem to be just marking
.
time, we are actually doing much more. We are
preparing ourselves to be better citizens after
the war. This conflict will be followed by a
period of reconstruction such as the world has
never witnessed before.

faith to us now in this hour of trial.

t

�

�

This means greater economic problems than
those which followed the last war. It is up to
us to prepare ourselves to meet and solve these
problems.
The greatest task of the future facing us is
to make a j ust and lasting peace.
It is only
through our present training that we shall be
able to profit from the mistakes of 1919 and
make a peace which will keep the "lights on"
all over the world.
So let us not grumble and drift along, but
let's enter wholeheartedly into our j ob of the
present.

Enlisted Men Bear
l-lopes:of Eastern

it is going to be much more difficult to com•ince
German youths that they are not again being rob
of what is rightfully theirs.
It

is

imperative

make sure that

that

with

Hitler's

downfall

assume the position ar

he doesn't

martyr for the cause of Nazism.
With the rapid approach of February 12, the
torial sections of the city dailies once again turn to
life of the Great Emancipator for inspiration.
Perhaps
do this.

it

is

altogether fitting that they s

Lincoln can serve as a symbol of

hope
we

Perhaps

more fully appreciate him this year than ever before,
The country is in trouble today; we are

fightint
the f

bloodie�t, most devastating war ever to redden
of the earth.

Yes, we are "testing whether this

or any nation so conceived and so dedicated can I
endure."
Those words
Rather

than

a

assume
local

a

enemy,

new

significance

we

face a foreign

This is a different world-more complex, more
tious, more cruel, more reckless, capable of being m
beautiful.

.

Lincoln labored to keep this nation united and
so doing he paved the way to its becoming a leader
a world of nations.

There are elegant tributes vo

in praise of Lincoln, but about the most complime
phrase possible is that Lincoln had a job to do and
We must forever resolve to follow in

did it well.

footsteps and do our job equally well or all the h

- and aspirations of this revered American sage will
forever lost.

•

·

"Let us go forward to finish the work we are
Plans for the student council formal appear to
materializing rapidly.

The

cooperation of the en

school is necessary if this dance develops into a
ce�sful venture.

Students and faculty members

.

are urged to make plans now to attend this, the b'

school dance of 1943.

By Ray Metter
M E M B ERS OF the Enlisted Reserve Corps,
and the Army Air Corps Reserve will be call
ed out of college soon after the end of the pres
ent quarter. This nationwide calling of the
reserve officers may indicate that Washington
officials consider the last phase of the war near
at hand, or that the drafting of eighteen and
nineteen-year-olds will be on such a large scale,
and done so quickly, that there will be an im
m ediate need for large numbers of officers to
handle the ever-increasing number of men in
the army.
Whatever the significance of this action,
the army will be getting a number of high qual
ity men for future officers. Even though manv
may not have completed the freshman year, all
will have more education than many soldiers.
They have also had experiences at college which
lead to clearer, quicker thinking, and a .more
realistic outlook on human affairs. Such quali
ties are desirable in officers.

We predict that this year the number of
going barefoot will set a new record!
How is it possible so many people believe that
that is necessary for a venture to develop into r
is for them to say the inevitable, "I think it's a
idea"?
We thought there was a shortage of men
here, but Mr. Robbins is

having

a little

troublt

finding a suitable number of the so-called fairer ses
"Ladies of Retirment."
Since many of the "few" left in school don't
it, it is possible for "nosey" Pemites to listen in on
dormitory party-line telephone system.

Mrs. America 's New Dish

Eastern's representatives should be · able to
do well in the program. Our physical fitness
program has started the men on the way to
good health and better physical condition. Sev
eral fields of study are provided here, and a
good general education may be obtained. Op
portunities for leadership are provided, and the
fact that Eastern men are preparing to teach,
gives them more skill in teaching o thers, as
they will have to do as officers. Boys who have
gone here will not have the difficult experience
of leaving home for the first time and going
directly to such a strict place as the army.
We should, therefore, feel assured that our
men will be on equal footing with others from
all ove r the United States.
We expect them
to do their j ob well, and to prove to be the high
quality officers the army so urgently needs.
Eastern can rest assured that she has cooperated
with the government in improving the physical fitness
of her students.

She has

offered physical education

facilities that should have by this time gone a long
way in making them the men they will have to bf'\.

Of

to see her reserve students go
but there is no alternative.
The war is all-important
course, Eastern hates

now ; there will be a school when these same men re
turn.

With the exigencies of war calling more and
male industrial workers

into

uniform,

the

woman is answering the call of her country

ing

a new importance in the

by

history of this
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The . . .

COLSEYBUR . . . .

Kickapoo Aristocrat
by ELP

CO LSEYBUR FLIES TO G H A NDI
lfOWI IT can be told.

Colseybur conferred

with Mahatmas

Agra, India, at 6 p. m. last Thursday, February 4.

erence took place in the Taj

Mahal at sundown.

will know more about the meet
q in due time.
"We were in

complete

d Colseybur.

accord,"

"If I keep out of

· a, Ghancii will keep out of Am-

A news photo of Colseybur in shirt

shorts listening to the Kash1.ove Song will

be

released

rtly.

For there has only been one realist

the pages of history.

tless men rewrite the words of
others,

less men who never learned to

read,

o see only blurs between ,words

ii project fancies and make maps
of hopes and fears

course of history,

changed the

hi.story is a river of black ink,

d restless men don't like black
rivers either.

is a river?

Or what is ink?

'fish restless men knew where they
are going,

they insist that I follow them.

bietimes wish that they didn't
know that I don't

like

black

a squaw kneading her

long, flat rock.

do it.

.

F. D. R.?

E:dison?

Depends on your politics.

p the fence, my lad,
lad,

the evening shadow.

� your lass at sundown, lad,
the air is still;

y song will please her then,
meet her if you will .
your fancies on some paper
fling them to the wind,

d tease your lass to follow you
to th e journey's end.
III

ow there is a purpose in history

ause my teooher told me so.

, well, teachers e-0me and go.

terday I rewrote some history ;

page or two were fine.

classroom

And wiser men, too.

l made a date with Aristotle,
Plato showed up.

said that Socrates was sick
wouldn't live long.

in bad with the Gestapo.
we spent the entire

evening

talking about poor old Socrates.

Plato died two years later.

Young hearts are heedless,

Young hearts are fair.

THE

Old hearts are tempered

ound out that Shakespeare had
limitations.

.
It pretty good about it all.
ted to tell someone

ut the limitations.

d have, too,
l had just thought of the right
words.

VII

at sunset.

trace the Blue Ridge

Id like to draw Biscayne Bay
in the sand.
uld like to put a cross by the

Fountain of Youth

call it a landing field.

uld like to draw El Capitan to
scale.

t part of the Grand

Canyon

should we bomb first?

The history of blue grass, gay cities,

s don't lie idle.

t the windows in a skyscraper.
see

where you are !

t the turtles in Indiana,

t the sand fleas in California,
t the cacti in Arizona.
will be astounded !
will ,be amazed !
11y'S sunset is statistical.
prom is statistical,

you are a digit in the latest

�nsus.

v

an

academic

as a

tribute to

perform

had

the

not

Much

Or figuring out the sales tax.

struction?

Pale, purple history ; hazy, blue his·
t@ry;

Blood-1 ed history ; sickly, green his
tory,

Or history canary yellow.

afraid

that

Herr

Professor also suggests no hair pro
fessor.

And so, after the gals had kiss

Any

the program

programs

grams elsewhere.

than

at

Eastern

quiz

pro

Without Price the males couldn't

have won.

Thank goodness nobody can blame

inflation on the school t eachers.
We note

Widger

that the

also

suggests

name of Mr.
the

poem

The rationing of canned goods has

been

postponed

until

March

1.

Thus our profs may continue until
the end of the term with their lec
tures as usual.

We are checking up to see wheth

er we have more faculty members

or more students

in the war and will

let you know as soon as the tabula

tion is complete.
The same

students who used to

make tours to
leges

were

see how

doing

things

other col
are

now

making tours to see how other coun
tries are doing things.

More" on

his

pro

Some people are democratic in a

way-sort of like, "of the sadists, by

In a few months Colseybur's post

age bill will increase just 66 2-3 per

cent.

All we ask in return is a few

picture post cards.

a

What next?

desolate settle

Then it coughed weakly and

died. From the open window came

a volley of disgusted mutterings. A
unifol'med man got out, lifted the

Then an elderly dowager alighted

war

to

convince

the Educators

that nobody can predict the ,future.

The German position is weak, the

Germans having out-run Rand Mc

Nally.

Notice :

Eastern

College,

nois, NOT

on

Illinois

Charleston,

State
Illi

tour during 1943-4.

tentatively

accepted

for season of 1944-5.

We hope that Spain sticks to bull

We have a friend who shows all

his guests his oil-burning furnace,
just to prove that the fire isn't out.
Now

that we

have

a

school, at

last, in which the students don't all

go home over the week-ends, what
are we going to do with it?

Dr. Guinagh is an excellent coor

dinator and yet the girls complain.
Etiucators used to worry about the

75 per cent who didn't go to collegli.
Now they are worrying about the

college to which the 25 per cent don't
come.

our friends use vaguely suggest the

horrors of poison gas.

Until the turnips sprout again,

PROFESSOR COLSE:y}3UR,

junky bracelets. And you might pick

up one of those hideously colored
too.

She

is just the type of girl who

that."

"And Junior," she called, before he

rushed off ,through the sagebrush,
"bring

tive.

your mother

I have

a

back

a

seda

frightful headache."

Then the squaw turned her

back down the road and

gaize

dumbly

contemplated ,the evening sun, while

she occasionally shook her head and
muttered, "Ugh, Ugh."

THE STORY

is told of the coed student council

member, who upon hearing the sug
gestion to

call

the

formal

the

that it "definitely

has

"Blackout Ball," committed herself
by

saying

possibilities."

JUST BEFORE

school by holding the junior Eng

which

in turn

followed

her

every

Com

ing up to them, ,the dowager opened

ney has to spoil our last month in
lish exam !

ining the vacant expressions on the
ed silent.

Turning

away,

she

started

to

The Soap Box

leave, when her eyes fell upon sev

eral exquisitely hammered silver and
turquoise
prosaicly

neck.
ure

necklaces,

around

which

the

hung

squaw's

fat

aippraised

the

Her eyes lighted with pleas

as

jewelry.

she

hastily

She

dug

into

her

purse

and offered a handful of coins for
a necklace.

The squaw looked at her with con

tempt and muttered "Ugh."

Open

ed out a dollar bill and offered it.
The

squaw

hastily

removed

the

necklace and held it out to the lady,
while in the same gesture she seiz

ed the bill and dropped it greedily
into her lap.

The dowager began

to

bargain

for each of the remaining rings and

bracelets; and each time the squaw

would shake her head and mutter

"Ugh," until the price had been in

creased sufficiently

to persuade her

Finally one

remained,

massive silver chain

and the dowager delved

into her purse for more money. Then
a look of dismay crossed

her face

DEAR SOAPBOX,
Since

gas

rationing

began

De

cember 1, it has been increasingly

difficult for colleges to secure good
paid

performers

and

speakers

for

their chapel and assembly programs.

Other colleges are relying more and

more upon student talent. Why can't
we have more student chapel pro
grams here •at EI?

We have enough student

talent,

despite the decrease in enrollment to
give such good programs that almost
everyone

would

forget

to use the

hour from 10 to 11 on Wednesday
mornings to get their shorthand, al
gebra, or education.

Most of the students at Eastern,

who are talented and who would be

able to entertain an audience with

speeches, music, and; their unusual
hobbies, keep them hidden under a
cloak of silence.

Why

should

we

the mass of inactive students?

If

let our talented students get lost in

the teachers and students will co

operate in bringing forth those who

have driving interests, we will have

when she realized she did not have

some interesting student chapel pro

"I will have that piece," she said

dents will have a chance to develop

any more money with her.
aloud.

grams

"I shall return to the car

and those talented

qualities

feur.

Irene Dye.

Then I shall buy that chain."

The

car.

dowager

EI stu

of leadership.

and get some money from my chauf
turned toward the

She had gone down the road

to the squaw, "Now don't go away,

H E 1 P O U R B O YS
In the Armed Services
Enioy Their leisure Hours

Men Best Coeds in
Chapel Quiz Program
FIVE

REiP1RESfilNTATIVE Eastern

coeds failed to match the wits of

as many EI men last

Wednesday

morning, Feb. 3 art the student coun

cil sponsored quiz program.

After six grueling rounds of rapid

fire questions concerning the cam

pus

and campus

life,

Connie Bell

'44, chairman of the program. hand
ed to Bill Humes

'43, master of cere

monies, the resul:s of the tabula

tions.

·correctly

answered,

the

Go to your booksh elves, se-

male

joyed reading and take them

men bested the girls 20-18.
Representing the

Govi

ALL YOU CAN SPARE

Allowing one point for each

question

winning

team were Charles Nagy

The creosote cough drops some of

store and get me five more of th6se

movement with avid interest.

sed by the morale in a corral.

fighting.

"Junior," she said coax

ingly, as she pressed a bill into his
palm, "run down to the
general

we leave for the army, Miss McKin

but a few yards when she called back

We have never been much impres

her feet.

the rocks toward the Indian group,

to part with her j ewelry.

Somehow or other, it always takes

the

squaw turned to the ragged boy at

within several hun

ing her purse again, the lady pull

gly and asked for "Tea for Two."

Engagements

worse

played

terbug walked into the Piggly Wig

would be very informal.

the rest of

Kaye

act

Signs of the Times : And the jit

Teachers

any

paper

disappearing

Sammy

ed the cadets, Dr. Buzzard announ

aren't

of

the sadists, and for the sadists."

What will history do during recon

quiz

lonely

gram last Sunday afternoon.

lost

a

If I were counting my change,

Well,

all

the new song, "Don't Get Around

jungles.

ced that

We'll print

tor and a certain dean of men

An elephant lumbering through the

much

ejaculated,

might have made a certain edi

History is upside-down.

are

and

found in the Main auditorium,

Pleasing brains or brawn.

We

lines

That tattered slip

The story has been written,

of the

it came

yards

three faces before her, she remain

coeds."

When history had its dawn,

dred

discontentedly

Grabbing the piece of paper,

it

Ever since that day

growled

her mouth to speak ; but after exam

"This is something.

And not used to sweat.

Its motor

a lonely EI coed has produced

lyrical

For Shelley was a poet

mobile came bumping over the road.

and began to pick her way among

of Men Harold M.

the editor hurriedly scanned the

Got his inspiration,

Through a cloud of dust an auto

Cavins, waving a manuscript in

in her silent reverie."

I wouldn't know where Shelley

sagebrush.

hood, and began to tinker about.

per the poetic sentiment which

looking fish.

defending

madonna

last Saturday morning when in

I have here on this piece of pa

ery room.

History is topsy-turvy.

desert

lowed his mother's gaze out over the

ment.

"Here," he shouted, "is news !

The history of friends, stars, a nurs

cause.

dog

a

ure of the dog's company and fol

until

his hand.

sand piles.

TRE'ElS.

pile up at compound interest.

boys

News office was buzzing

hlew Dean

I would like to write history.

IV

uld like to draw maps.

the

Eastern

with its usual hum of activity

By worry and care.

Yes, sir, history is all washed-up !

never forget the day

Navy

an

Girl Pens Poem So C avins Thinks

But I wouldn't bother about history

Greeks had a name for it.

have

Old men are crafty

While waiting for a train.

world is mine.

when

in

to

marched by in their new uniforms.

History is something to talk about

today I tell you all

Id like to

Above scene is reported

occurred last week

VI

History is man

was chasing

ceased her work and looked down

A boat, a toy, a party, and a funny

.der is the green field,

boy

the road. The boy forsook the pleas

Or your

religion.

disappeared

the road,

would go for something flashy like

older

Suddently the

Al Capone?

in

around ,the hut and pulled its tail
catch it.

What do you see in this blot of ink?

lady had

blankets from Sears and Roebuck,

viciously whenever he managed to

If ever, oughtn't he?

When the

ionally tugged fretfully at her skirt.s.
An

thing by then,

Beethoven?

dough on a

A ragged, unkept

child played at her feet and occas

man I didn't like.

p into the meadow.

indistinct

Outside the door of one hut sat

the pages of history.

Somefimei they wait until fifty to

My first fight, my last love, and a

II

almost

of low, rolling hHls.

Restless men lift sick fingers over

Young men are true.

blot might have

beyond a ,bend

road, which disappeared into a maze

Young men are brave men,

white paper.

score of dirty Indian huts lay scat

tered along the

-;-me.

more

The squaw looked straight ahead

a resigned "Ugh."

Half a

with

in apparent dumbness and returned

evening winds began to stir expect

antly through the sagebrush.

He must have been a romantic,

And a man ought to know some

tless men lift sick fingers over

at

hours above the horizon, and the

If Brahms wasn't a classicist,

baick

money."

A BLE:EDING bronze sun hung two

----- ----- · · ----

fifty,

I

r

Ghandi was

Birthdays seem more important at

Lies Disagreed Upon

I shall b e right

American Scene No. 1

Members of the

ucation and History departments accompanied Colseybur.
ounded by his loin cloth. East

Ghandi in

The agra-vating

'43,

Clemens

'46, Dario

Hanneken

'45.

Ferrel Atkins '46, and Eugene Price

'44.

Betty Boley '46, Doris Jean Sloane

'46. Louise Mccumber '46, Marjorie

Ingram '43, and Ruth Ellis

'44.

1 ect s o m e b o o k s you e n 
to the nearest publ i c li brary.
Your books will be sped to
men
the

In

all the

armed

branches of

forces

by

the

1943 VICTORY BOOK CAMPAIGN
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����������eet U niversity Frosh Tonight ���:��� 1f
Eddleman Appears on Local Floor

cage wonder

cage stars, including the widely-her-

Around

to

down

alded Dwight Eddleman,

�

Charleston .tonight from Champaign
to meet the 'Eastern Planthers in the

will be

famed Eddleman in action,

pinned on the former Centralh high

greatest

Illi

in

including

for worry
a lull

as the

game was

between four rugged
Car

Macomb,

He led Centralia to the sta:e title

Dwight Eddleman

utive years.

. . . Continues spree

While at Centralia high school, he
high

interscholastic

hibiotion

Ten-'Pacific

Big

the

at

. Coast duel meet last year, excelling
the winning college jumper by two
inches.
Lineup Boasts Stars

Also an all-state halfback at Cen
tralia,

the

won numerals with

he

Illinois freshman gridders last fall.
Nor is Eddleman .the only name of
wide repute on the freshman roster.
Fred Green, of Urbana, will receive
the

Coach Ar.t

from

nod

starting

Joe Van Hoore

Fletcher at center.

weghe, who received his prep school
training

Moline,

in

Bede's

St.

at

for

guard or

will start at either
ward.

Tom Gallagher, of !Maywood, will
be Van Hooreweghe's running mate
at gl1ard, and Ohester Strumillo, of
Cicero, will play the other forward
.p0 sition.

·
included

Other ··names

freshman roster · are

Robert Mar

tinec, Karl Bontemps,
. laire,

Mar-

Mark

Bonney,

James

Falls,

John

the

in

Rober.t Clark, Bernie Lundberg, Ray
Mathisen,

Robert

Belson,

George

Maple, Albert Misevich, and Eugene
Saalwachter.
Miller

Clayton

Coach

is

unde

cided about the Eastern lineup.

Larry

and

Walker,

ace

confo game to

dropped

Central Normal of

Feb. 6 by .the count of 59-49.
The Hoosiers gained sweet revenge
for a loss handed them by .the Pan
thers on the local floor in one of the
season's early games.
To Thomp..s on, of Central Normal
scoring honors

went high

grand total of rn points.
Captain Charles McCord, veteran
Eastern

guard,

Panthers wtth six baskets from ac
tion and three gratis tosses for 15
points.

Andy Sullivan trailed close

ly behind McCord as he tallied five
times

from

play

and

sult of Northern of DeKalb's victory
over Southern of Carbondale at De

Kalb last Friday night , Feb. 5.
. The local quintet now has three
victories and one defeat for a per
centage of .750, and Southern, only
conference team to defeat .the Mill
ermen, has chalked up three wins
while suffering a couple losses.
Western,

Normal and Northern while South
ern has been beaten both by DeKalb
and Macomb.
The race ·"!¥111 continue this week
end when Carbondale goes to Nor 
mal on Saturday night and .the Pan
thers travel to Macomb to meet the
Leathernecks on their home floor.

free throws to boost his total for the
evening to 13.
Central led all the way and was
Trailing -by

"MEXICO-IT'S Scenery and Peosubject

of

a

talk

B. Ellington,

·ro critic teacher, before the Forum
last Tuesday, Feb.

4, at the home

of Dr. William G. Wood .
was illustrated with
·

Her talk

slides.

Ethel Cassida '43, president of the

�organization,
· next

announced

meeting of

that

the

Forum would

:held March 9 .

C L I V E

a half

D I C K

PLUMBING AND BEA.TING
Plumbing, Beating and Sheet
· Metal Work

T E L E P HO N E 295

FG. FT. PF.
4
1
Vail, f . ........ .. .. .... . ..... . ........... 3
0
O
Dyson, f . ............... . .............. 1
0
0
Phipps, f. ...................... ........ 0
4
0
Lehr, f . ....... .............. ........... 4
O
Schick, c . ........................ .... .. !
O
Irvin, f . ..... . ...................... .... 1
O
O
O
O
Jacobs, f . ............... . .............. 01
3
3
A. Sullivan, g. . ................... 5
2
3
McCord, g. . ......................... 6
Totals .......... :...................21
CENT. NORMAL (59)

be

even while the clock was in the red.
Should Sullivan have been left out
of the lineup the pivot duties would
have fallen to big Bill Schick who
is due to

snap out of his scoring

slump.
tion marks were
names of

found

before the

Dick Lehr

and

Larry

long

shot

ability

Lehr's

Walker.

kept Eastern out of trouble at the
start of the season when he threat 
ened

to

scoring

break conference

records.
from

unless

action
were

difficulties

scholastic
out.

7

16

FG. FT. PF.
2
2

Gardner, f . .......... . ............... 7
Thompson, f. ............. . ........8

2

2

Frantzman, f. . ...................0

0

0

Bradford, f . . .......................0

o
O

Starkey, g . .......................... !

O
O
3
O
1
l

Totals .............................. 25

9

Limback, c . ........ . .. . ............. .3
Baity, g . . . ... . ..........................2
Hanson, g . ............................ !

3

3
1
l'

break

day-by -day

down of the climate.

It is a use

ologists wlll continue concentrating
on the daily weather, as will the cli
matologists continue to concentrate
on the longer time range.

Both are

needed in the war.
"Until a few years ago forecasting
from

done

was

current

weather

maps, which made it possible to es
timate conditi_ons 24 or at most 36
Today, ·We have

hours in advance.

forecasting

range

long

on

based

knowledge of the movements of the
great surface air masses-polar and
.tropical-and those of the upper air,
certain

a

regularity;

Now <perched on top in the

of accuracy.
"This

ironed

Walker's connecting ability is

a serious threat to enemy squads,
but his loss would be an even more
serious threat to Eastern champion
ship hopes.
Then came the glad ·tidings .that
Sullivan and Lehr were back in the
lineup and that there are hopes for
Walker.
a strong

The Panthers will face

Western team Saturday night, while
Southern meets a rejuvenated Nor
mal squad, featuring Merlin Belle,
the Freeport Mag'ician,

at

forward

forecasting

weather

tech

nique has been carried far enough to
permit military men to use weather
as both an offensive and a defen
ples :

Witness a few exam

(1) The shiflting of activities

along the
African

battle !rants, .the Nor-th

Campaign

in

winter,

the

German offensive along the Russian

race,

conference

ly-contested

Panthers will have to come thr

with a victory .to s:ay in the
A victory

ning.

.for Southert

over Normal the

Carbondale

night would mean that the P
ers would lose the lead if theJ
before the onrush of the Wes
ers.
previous

the

In

meeting of

two teams, the EI aggregat Jol
ped the Leathernecks 45-32 ove
victory that saw the Millermeq

uphill all the way to erase and o
a 10-point Macomb ha

come
lead.

Jim Sullivan, who suffered an
his leg last week, was

jury to
big
the

gun in the P'anther a.ttacll
previous

meeting of !-he

Scoring

quintets.

12

point6,

rangy center led the Eastern off

The starting Western lineup

probably find Clarence Wa
Moline,

and

Forest,

in

Bert

the

Moore, of

forward

po

with Roy Page, lengthy center
Loami, at the center post.

Jim Clark, of Watseka, and

ny Kerker, who hails from
are

probable starters at the

posts.

Bill Klekamp, Tom H

and Tom Taylor are other men
will see action if the starting
em five fails to function pro

IM Standings

irregularities

can be estimated with a fair degree

sive weapon.

Larry Walker was reported to be
soon m�ing

Western Leatherne<ll

-Sa�urday night, Feb. 13.

which move from year to year with

To add to the worries of life ques

instead of guard.

Bush, 6. ..................... . .......... 3

E l l i n g ton Descri bes
Mexico to Foru m
Lena

three

The .box score :

undisputed control of first place

Miss

added

were unable to match the offensive

in .the conference standings as a re

was the

the

was high for

ElASTERN (49)

ple,"

the

goals and two free throws for rthe

EA.S'I'IDRN'S PANTHERS are now in

given by

for

evening as he chalked up eight field

Conference Lead

defeated

non

Danville, Ind., last Saturday night,

attack of the Hoosiers.

Eastern has

forward ,
a

connected

closely

pulled the Panthers out of the red

Coach Clayton Miller's conference
leading -Panthers

those

a

is merely

er

tion as .to the eligibility of valuable

time margin of 22-18, the Millermen

'

While we had a moment of ela
tion there was plenty of woe in the
of

er from day to day, and the weath

ful distinction, however, and meteor

Jim Sµllivan, roving center, who has

1-'ltAYING WITHOUT the services
Of Jim Sullivan, varsity center,

of the game.

.

into

Panthers

There was, last week, still a ques 

not to be denied in the latter part

Eastern Netmen Toke

the

edge

to

with the howl of the big black cat.

Hoosiers Slap Local
Quintet, 59-49

and weather is more or less artific
merely the build-up of all the weath

hearts

jump championship three years. He
cleared six feet six inches in an ex

forecasting.

ial, since the climate of a <place is

or long-awaited at Eastern.

ed all-state honors for three consec

weather

precede

DeKalb came surging tr> the front

first place in the IIC race, an hon

.player in state history to be accord

observations

er

to clip the Maroons of Carbondale

57-47

as a senior and became the second

the state

entific weather forecas:'1ng. Weath

"The distinction between climate

year.

won

out, without the aid of the new sci

bondale, Normal and DeKalb.

Leads Centralia

to

can battles be successfully carried

conference contes:s,

969 in 45 games during his junior

used

be

cannot

airplanes,

the Panbhers has furnished little
merely

total of 2,389 points in four years of

high school competition,

Modern war machines, tanks

anything like their full capacity, nor

cause

a

amassed

He

nois prep history.

the

of

players

basketball

The stopping of all broadcast

war.

and

one

as

authorities

sports

of

weapon

"Weatl1er is today a

of

defeat

CENTRAL NORMA.L'S

most

by

reg>arded

is

Ques

Zeller,

head of the Geography department.

this.

tle sounds tonight at 7 : 30.
. Eddleman

Rose

by Dr.

ing of wea:her conditions indicates

By Don Mead

school star when the opening whis

war effort?"

our

in

mate

tion answered

Locker Room

The eyes of Oharleston cage fans,
many of whom have never seen the

W'I'l'H A possible conference c
pionship at stake, the C
Miller-coached Eastern cagera
to the road this week-end wha�
travel to Macomb to meet the
ly-rated

"WHAT IS the importance of cli

. . . the

health education building.

Western of McCo
Faces Panthers

Team

Won

...... . .......................f

Phi Sigs•

Sig Taus ............................... ..
Pilger

. . . . . . ...............................:1

Crisp

.......... . ................... . . . ....JI

Thread .. . ................. .. . . ....... .. ..JI

Vuckovich .... : ............... :.........1

................................. ..

Daniels
Endres

.....................................

�As of Monday morning.

fronts in the summer and autumn;

(2) The bombing of the continent of
Europe depends on the flying weath
er.

Germany

cloud cover

using the protective

to get her two large

LEE'S FASHION

battle ships, Scharnhors t and Gnei
senau, through the English channel ;

(3) On the eastern front -the fight
ing in the Burma section being ac

celerated or retarded by the mon

soons ; and, ( 4) the clothing used by
the men in Northern Russia, in the
East Indies, and in Alaska and Ice
land, much varied because of 'the
different climates.

All Winter
Merchandis
Reduced

How They Rank
Won Lost P'ct.

Eastern ............. . .. . . ... ........... 3
Southern

............................ 3

Northern

1

.750

2

.600

............. . .............. 2

2

State Normal ...... . ............. 2

3

Western

4

:.............................2

.500
400
.333

.

For Up-to-Date

CARROLL'S
Your Florists
Phone S9

Will Rogers Bldg.

Wel ton's Sh oe S ho p

Between 5th & 6th on Route HJ

RUSKIN

THOMPSON'S
MARKET
" The Biggest Little Store
Open Sunday, 7-11

13

Merchandise

try

S E N D F LOW E RS
on
VA L E N T I N E DAY
from

N ew Spring

SHOE 'REPAmING

m

Town"

Free Delivery

RAZOR B LA D ES - L I G H T B U LB S D I N N E RWAR E - PA � NTS - E NAM E LWA RE
H O U S EWA RES - S PO RTI N G GOO DS

F R O M M E L H A R D WA R E
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

PHONE 492

Orangead
A D E L I G H TF U L B EV E RAG E

S U N F E D VITAM I N B R EAD
R.ich i n Natural Vitamins Bl, E , G (B2) a.n d
"Sunshine" Vita.min D.

An Improved 'White Loaf of Bread

IDEAL BAKERY
NORTH SIDE SQUARE

Meadow G o l

PHONE 1500

M o d e from P u re O ra n g e a nd Lemon Juic
with Sugar a n d Wa te r ad ded

M eadow G o l d· Dai
PHONE 7
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Teaches Culture

EASTE RN . . .

Kirchhofer Pens Letter
From Pacific Isle
ENSIGN Ervin Kirchhofer '41, who

1n the

is

. . . S E RV I C�

ne�s

an

most

man, former student, has just been

, "I arrived here at Fort Sill,

.promoted

22 from Camp Rob

to

in

corporal

time.

Company

Fort Sill, Okla.

man was a member of Phi

least I can say."

is leav'ing his
for
Primary

Bernard Lance writes from

Field,
army post, at Gulfport
. to s ay, "School has been swell

829,

I also saw the high build

New York really is a lot dif
since

the

dim-outs

are

on

Even the headlights of

te school at Fort E ill, Okla.
be reached by addressing
to Field Artillery, Officers'

may

idate school No. 50, at Fort Sill.

Sherrick recently graduated

and Harold

el.fresh has recently been elect

the

Signal Company Avn., Ham
Field, Calif., and is expecting
moved into the city of San

"When

down there, it will be very sim
to civilian life," he writes.
oe,

Va., preparing to be an in

post band.

Robert Spivey is

"der instructor at Fort Sumner,
Mexico.

C Russell Pierson, who left
1 three weeks ago to go into
service in the army air corps,
from his post at Boca Raton,

, Fla., that he is impressed with

&ize and beauty of the place. His
: B. T. C. No. 1, Squadron E.,

Ra.ton Field, Boca Raton, Fla.
,

Dale 1azier is with the Med

Deta�hment. Mintia Field, Bak-

d, Calif. Pvt. Fred Currey may
che:i by addressing mail to the
·ug addres s : 36633173, R. R. C .
A�263, Ft. Sheridan, Ill.

Resch.. '42.',

Edward

writes

his army post at Fort Ben
to his Phi Sig fraternity

'Ge.,

rs. "The school here is conwith infantry

subjects and

lly a concentrated. basic train
�edule.

This is my fif.th week

and the hardest is yet to come.
just keeping my fingers crossaddress :

Candidate

. Fourth

Platoon,

Edward

18th

Com

charge of all the chemical war

lai!ling

for the

training

an ti-aircraft

center.

Since

I

(ARM) , Wood Is

Russell Barden, Air Corps Techni

cal school, Lowry Field, Colo . ; Jack
9 14th

Brian,

0.

M. Detachment

(Serv.) Av., 7th Ferrying group, Air

Transport

Command,

Great

Montana; Pvt. Kent Clark,

Falls,

A. S. N.

36630941, 405 T. S . S., Barracks 180,
Sheppard Field, Texas.

Pvt.
586th

Russell Davenport,

F'1

258,

SS, St. !P'etersburg, Fla . ; Sgt.

Kenneth Gher, 21st School Squad

ron, Lowry Field, Colo . ;

Candidate

A. A. T. C., Camp Edwards,

officials at Camp Rucker, Ala.,

Schafer, reported to have once been
an arranger in Mal Hallet's orches
tra, have received praise from .the

are teaching men in service how t o
enjoy music.
The pair has organized a music
use recordings,

furnishing

an

the composer.

Corp. Nordquist

is

a

native

of

Mattoon, and is a 1942 graduate of

EI.

During his senior year, Nord

quist headed the Eastern State cl11b
and founded .the
Organization

Eastern

which

sending of the

Service
the

sponsors

News to servicemen.

FIRST

cently

IN a series o f student recit-

4 p. m . in the Main auditorium with
Walters

'44, as vocalist and
Wilma Jean Daily '44, as violini.st.
Walters

is

a

voice major

from

Hindsboro, and Miss Daily is a violin
major from Sumner.

of

Chi

Delta

to take the place of

Miss Grace Williams, who left re

als will be held on February 28 at

John

WINNIE Davis Neely has be-

Gamma sorority

Prepare Recital

·Both are ac

for

active

service

in

the

Miss Neely is a member of

the

WAVES.
English department and his gained
considerable fame as an after-din
ner speaker.

She will assist Miss

Elizabeth Michael,

sponsor.

the

other

co

_.,

In the first part, Walters will sing,
Valley Shall Be Exalted" from the
Messiah

by

Handel

and

Biblical

Songs by Anton Dvorak.
Miss Daily

will play Sonata op.

VA LENT i N ES
" B O B H I L L"

137, No. 1" by Schubert, " Concerto

No. 2 in D. Minor" by Spoker, "Ro
mances from Second

Concerto

op.

22," by Wieniauoski, "Frasquita" by
'Lebar, and "Shvanda" by Weinberg
er.
Walters will also sing "The Asia,"

by Rubenstein,
Lark"

by

Dream,"
"Lov.eliest
Lady

"Hark,

Schubert,
"Devotion"

Hark,

Grieg's
by

in

"My

Loveliness"

by

and "The Call of the Road," by Wolf.

REMEMBER . . . .

SHOE SHOP
W. C. Fitzpatrick

IN CHARLESTO N
IT'S

"A

Strauss,

of Trees" by :P'eel,

Walks

The

522 Jackson

If you want CandyWe have it !

ING B R 0 S. Book and Stationery STORE
West Side SqlllU'e

storm.

We

polly-wogs

to be worried

but some

of the

old

they

didn't

think

we

would

regular

bi-monthly

in the English office last

Tuesday evening, Feb.

2.

Members were reminded of their
obligation

to hand in material for

the quarterly magazine, "The Rec
tangle," .before March 10.
Manuscripts, consisting of a per
sonal

essay,

a

short

story, an·d

a

feature article, were read by No�a
Belle Cruise

'43, Ruth Maness '45,
'44. The rest
of the meeting was devoted to read
and Jean Henderson

ing and discussing the works of some

former Sigma Tau Delta members.

very healthful,
have

date.

all

although

been

Math Fraternity
Initiates Six
INIT'.IATION
Kappa

Mu

hot,

feeling

and

fine

to

We are at present relatively

Metter,

have

a

continued

pitched battle with the mosquitoes.
It's survival of the fittest and it may

be the mosquitoes that survive.
"The

native
and

honorary

village

H.

street, a program will be given by

to

turesque

of

pledges

Following a banquet at the home
of Mrs. Noble Rains
on
Monroe
the pledges.

and

Epsilon,

Thursday, Feb.

secure from the enemy. As is to be
expected, we are living quite close
nature

OF six

mathematics fraternity, will •be held

here is said to be

Initiates

are Lillian Fagen,

Oliver

Anderhalter,

Ray
Dale

Williams, George Briggs, and Albert
Eckert.

is very pic

beautiful

with

su-

. perbly kept patios and yards. I am

BRADING'S

trying to · learn French in ten easy

S H OE REPAIRING

lessons. but the village really does
not offer much even after one can

Quality Materials and

speak the language."
ERVIN KIRCHHOFER

WILL R O G E R S

Prompt Service

417 Seventh St.

PHONE 1'73

___

WED.-THURS.-

K EIT H ' S

BREAD
"Ask for it

by name"

KEITH'S
BA K E RY
Wholesale

Bakers

of

Holsum Bread
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS

e

FEB . 1 0-1 1

Wil liam POWEL L-Hedy LAMARR

"Cross Roads"
Shows 2 :00-7 :30-9 :00
FRIDAY-SATURDAY-

FEB . 1 2- 1 3

B u d AB BOTT-Lou COSTELLO

"RIO RITA"
SUNDAY-MO NDAY-

tive in band, orchestra and choir.
"Comfort Ye My 1People" and "Every

their

out

line of the music and the s'nry of

come co-sponsor

Daily, Walters

120

held
meeting

appreciation club at their base. They

MISS

If you want Valentines
We have them !

NE 4211

and Pvt. Milton

As Chi Delt Co-Sponsor

T HE GO LDEN RULE

in motion."

former student,

Nordquist,

Barkeley, Texas.

G., Co. F, Class 10, Camp

�dress : Lt. Jerry L. Graven,

I have to work out the

DELMAR

Neely Succeeds Wil liams

M. A.

le training program and then

first such officer they have

CORPORAL

John Voigt, 0. C. S.-M. R. T. C.,

Your shoes are going to
need re-soling.
For the Best in Leather
and Workmanship see

e

�ere,

Appreciation Cl ass

base at P'ueblo, Colorado where they

Charles, "Silent Moon," by Williams,

L Craven, former student,
, "In my new position here I

Nordq uist Starts Music

commanding officer of the army air

of Postmaster, New York City.

at

I enjoyed the trip

know enough

"The climate

we

His address : B. G. Phipps, RM-3c,

ayne "Doc" Saxton is at Fort
to: in coast artillery. Maynard
" Graham is at the same post-

to soldiers

U. S. S. Augusta, C-l Division, care

land Barracks, Oorpus Christi, Tex.;

Jes Ridey is in offi.cers' can

for assignment.

I saw the Washington monu

tion Detachment

el Office.

co

0.

Tyner Alsbury, U. S. M. C. Avia

Glenview, Ill., care of the tP'er

Pal

traveled

cars are painted over."

nd Class, U. S. Naval Air Sta

·

We

clocked

some

make it at times.

Cpl. Delmar Nordquist

from Oxford, Ohio to Washington,

ferent

His

at

Charleston.

was

for

I had my doubts at times

the time,

that

"I have seen a lot of country since
leaving

every night.

Seaman

located

after

sea-dogs admitted after it was over

everything is located.

erty.

doing yeoman work here at the

at

:i

large bridges and the Statue of Lib

waiting for school to begin. I'm

Patchett is

Pacific

hurricanes

wind

the

didn't

A fellow has to learn where

State and Woolworth building&-the

Perfetti '44, writes "I am

attend Class No. 58.

new town when one comes onto

ship.

distance.

address : 594 Technical School

during

It's just like coming into a

ings in New York City-the Empire

bad either."

same school,

ship.

serious

although

sailor now that I'v'e come aboard the

ment and the copitol dome from a

I have certainly enjoyed it all

the

South

S]GMA TAU Delta and Writers club

and didn't once lose my false teeth,

Phipps writes, "I feel like a regular

D.

way through. The sunny south

Perfetti,

the Warbler in

thoroughly from beginning to end

Epsilon fraternity.

Sergeant James iL. Tolliver is now

to express my sincere thanks.
y enjoy reading it, and it sure
back memories. Thanks a lot ·

: Alpha

the

miles per hour.

Sigma

sta.tioned at Camp Cook, Calif. Bill

nnel office at Glenview."

as busi

The so-called peaceful ocean

"The

D of the 322nd Infantry there. La.n

address :

Class No.

port Field, Miss.

served

while we went through one of the

release the news that Logan S. Lan

to Mr. Franklyn L. Andrews,

ron, Flight D., Box No.

publications

of mad waters for about 30 hours

News, in a let

:Schneider

in
Mr.

changed into mountains and valleys

Cpl. Russell R. Tripp, former busi

det

of

to

eventful cruise across the Pa

cific.

!er for the paper.

icers' Candidate Course,

manag2r

island in

of the United States unless thne is a definite request from the

January

letter

1940-41, writes, "Here I am on an

News still is in effect. Due to the present post of

Calif." His complete

somewhere

a

Andrews,

Kirchhofer. . who

hgulations, single copies of the paper cannct be mailed outside the

manager of the

pens

adviser.

REQUEST of the Public Relations office to send your application for

daries

stationed

Pacific,

Franklyn L.

)

a �bscription to the

now

the

Writers Club Hears
Alumni Manuscripts

FEB . 1 4-1 5 .
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Eastern Plays Host

Teacher Stresses Chinese Characteristics

Miss Edith Haight Recalls Years
Spent Teaching in Chin a
"TEACHING IN Ohina was a most

Visits Orient

experience, " stated Miss

education

school.

"Between

1937

the

I was

in

TC

Nanking,

department

boring colleges on Saturday, Feb. 13

when the annual debate tournament

is held on the campus.
shortage,

fewer schools will attend

Decatur,

Indiana

Haute ,

high

years of 1933

in

SPEECH

will serve as host to four neigh

this year.

Edith c. Haight, instructor of girls
physical

EASTERN'S

Due to gasoline rationing and tire

By Dorothy Tomlinson
valuable

At Speec h To u rn ey

Teams from Millikin, of
State

of

Terre

Ind., MacMurray college of

Jacksonville, and Normal of Normal

and

to enforce the decisions of a world

Miss

Wilma

the

department,

Home

left

last

lege in China which taught physical

police force, and to provide for the

to control

international

commerce,

Warner,

Economics

Wednesday,

for their actions.

Chicago.

laid

al conference of Teacher Trainers in
The conference

meeting and

was

the

a three-day

discussions

held at the [..aSalle hotel.
from

Washington,

Miss Rua

led

the

discus

She stressed the fact that "Teach

ing is just as important as working

in defease industries for the govern

ment ls looking for leadership."

education.

admission of new members."

key

was

the

only

foreigner-the

Four Eastern debaters will partici

rest

pate.

Three of them had

McCormack '45, will debate the neg

been trained in the United States,

ative and Helen Stites '45, and Joan
Sheeks '43, will take the affirmative.

however.

Teaches Men Dancing
"I

was also

loaned

to

the

Dr.

gov

M. Larson,

P.

head

of

the

for the tourney.

phases of my work at this govern

prising,

though,

how

.gracefully these
dancing.

men

It was sur

quickly

. . . Helps Neighbors

the

which

to a

foreigner

Dr. Buzzard Delivers
University Address

almost

looks like a form of dancing rather
than boxing.

"As far as academic standing was

concerned, this college was on the

same basis as .those
State.
caste

respect.

in New York

system,

In the

the

colleges are doing at the

old time

scholar was

in

or as one might say, following the

variably a member of the high caste.

fifth year of a curriculum designed
for teacher training.

over to such a degree that an edu
cation

is something to

be

availability

prized

moot good possible out of their

ing

edu

master's

"The

that wl�en they · had practiced for a

American pupils are .to begin actual

see

hours

'But

·

lege

than

511,

Chinese university which I thought
that it actually

the

in

ions.
"What language
teaich1ng?

was

used

in

Well, most of the Chi

nese faculty .taught in Chinese, but

I taught in English.

Most of my

classes knew English well, so .there

master's

de

by teachers
61 per

degrees re

college

alumni,

cent, were received

The plan of securing a mas

a subj eci matter field.

Conse

quently many of the degrees taken

"We

our curricula, at the same time, re
taining

tion ;

essential

values in

educa

and these ideas must be re

tained not only for the present but
also for the .future."

(3) size of the
more

than any other factor, (4) the guid

ance influence of the teachers col

lege

faculty in

alumni

inspiring

degree

to continue study in vari
furnished 305, or

36.4

per cent, of the persons receiving
master's degrees as teachers college
alumni.

with 293

Normal was a close second
persons, or 35.0 per cent.

These two institutions are approxi

mately of the same size and rough
ly

twice as large as

either of the

three other teacher training instI

tuitions.

"Eastern

provided

successful

127

candidates for the master's degree
ait

Illinois, or

per

15.2

cent.

The

nearness of Eastern to .the campus
at Illinois is probably the most in

fluential factor in
this number.

accounting

for

"Western provided 90 persons or

10.7 per cent, and illustrates

the

expected to continue teaching a sub-

·

ject matter field rather thari hold

an administrative position.

"Among the other subject matter
zool

ogy, classics, physics, and baicteriol

ogy had from 37 to 12 degrees grant
ed, in the order named.
"The

interest

of

.the

particular

American

conferred by

were forced to turn them o

the government at minimum
surely

realize

hoarding.

University

slightly more than doubled, alumni
of

the

teachers

to

25.8

per

colleges

receiving

these degrees grew from 4.1 per cent
cent

of

the

class,

a

growth of more than 600 per cent.

Moreover, if the number of persons

receiving such degrees is consider
ed.

the

13 recipients in

1930 grew

to 169 such indiViduals in 1941, or a

growth of 1200 per cent.

"Any venture in higher educaition

foolishn

the

So will those peop�

have laid in a supply of shoei

foolish

when

every month or

they sport a new pair of shoea
to find all of their friends w

the

same ones they have had

the past four months.
America

stlll

has great su

of food on hand and we are
ably

the

gies

conserving

world.

plies

best fed nation In
We should spend our
our

1l'4

prese

instead of selfishly h

for future use.

Hoarding first of all is un

otic.

the

motoristaf

in a supply of tires and

Secondly, it
will

is inunoral

probably ha

marked influence on the char

and personality of the hoardef

will eventually lo.se his self

he will worry about discoveJt
prosecution, he will lose frie
his selfishness

in hoarding.

Yet without this undesirabl

ning

mate,

rationing

would

simple problem. And for the
victual hoarders themselves-<
is no basic difference betweeUI

saboteurs, bootleggers, and
ers. They all aid the enemy.1

in Illinois which increases 1200 per

cent in personnel in a dozen years is
worthy of careful consideration

for

its contribution to better conditions
in the state.

"The academic growth of the de
gree graduates of .the five teachers
colleges, as measured by the earn

f!W.EPEA TER

ing of Master's degrees at the Uni

versity, is such an instance.

Teach

ers college alumni now receive more

than one-fourth of the master's de
grees

annually

conferred

University of Illinois.

by

the

Does this in

dicate a serious problem of provid

ing adequat e graduate work by those
who want to teach in Illinois? What
is the answer ? "

handicap of distance from the cam

pus as a factor in sending alumni
to other institutions for study.

"Northern provided only 21

per

sons, or 2.7 per cent, of the total.

However, the University of Wiscon
sin,

University

Northwestern

much

campus

at

of

Chicago,

University

nearer ito

DeKalb

Illinois.

are

than

Many

and
all

the

of the

Northern alumni teach in suburban
areas of Chicago and .therefore find

it easy to begin graduate study at
Chica.go

nings

or Northwestern

and

school year.

Saiturdays

on

durlng

eve

the

It would be quite .the

expected thing for them to continue
such study through the master's de
gree.

"In the class of 1930 only 13 per

sons receiving the

master's

degree

were alumni of the Illinois teachers

colleges, and comprised 4.1 per cent
of the 310 master's
the

year.

University

degrees which

conferred

in

that

"In these 12' classes, 1930 to 1941,

T H E STU D E N TS'
MAR K ET

fields use :l-history, chemistry, Eng
lish, mathematics, economics,

Many

unrncial and

St:vled for Your Spring Costume!

Wome n's H a n d bags

in education were by persons who

scene of weddings and such events.

there was a number of such occa s-

received

be taken in education and a minor

The school was even .the

they could not have had at home,

in

nois, however, permits the major .to

the

homes and because many of them
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Comics - look ing more like a trio of jitterbugs "cutting a rug," than college
a I players, these three boys, Floyd Volker (6) l)f Wyoming, Jack Korniewicz,
nd Art lochhead, both of St. Francis Col lege, chase a loose ba ll. Wyoming ro n
with a 63 to 38 win. For more pictu res on basketba l l funnies turn to poge four.
1.,t ernotionol

Pondering

Exam

..

Questions

-

Pretty

Marjorie

Ki rkwood

of

Wichita,

Ka nsas, student at Cornell Unive rsity, gets right down on the floor to do
her heavy thinking before exami nations. It's none too comfortable but pro
d uces results.

".:ollegiate Digest Photo by Threlfall

As much as she needs soldiers to man
her guns, pilots to fly her planes, work
ers to produce her tools and food, Amer
ica needs nurses for the home front and
the battle front. With a definite shortage
now existing, at least 55,000 students
must begin their nursing education this
year, if g raduate nurses are to be re
leased for army duty without lowering ·
civilian health standards.
The usefulness of the nursing profes
sion in a war-stricken world will not cease
after Victory is won. Post-wa r years will
bring enormous problems in feeding and
caring for sick and homeless war victims
- a full-time job for thousands of trained
nurses.
Photos by Office of War Information

This g roup of Skidmore College
nurses recently received their
caps, started their duties as stu
dent nurses.

Calm and dependable in emergency · operations, a student
nurse threads a suture in a needle, fi rst step in preparation
for a thracheotomy.

Care of prematurely born babies is one of the most compli
cated procedures which must be learned by the student.
Feeding and bathing must be carried on inside the incuba
tor. in which temperature, humidity and oxygen must be
carefully regulated.

Advanced students give the Schick and Dick tests for diphtheria
and scarlet fever to the probationers. By learning to protect their
own health, the nurse gets a vivid lesson in the disease prevention
measures she must teach her patients.

Each student must spend hours in various
diet kitchens, learning the intricacies of food
therapy and methods of preparing meals in
· accordance with their patients' prescribed
diets.

Assisting at an appendectomy. This is port of the
which every student nurse must be thoroughly con
she completes her course. With enough students to
of work, graduate nurses can be released for
armed forces.

Head· Gal
Commander
"Vic" Trusler,
head of the military training
' program at Emporia (Kansas)
State Teachers C o 1 1 e g e,
proudly displays the Honorary
Commander and her attend
ants who were guests of
honor at the annual Mil itary
Boll. Left to right are Melva
Lee James, Bettyanne Ather
ton,
Frances
N unemacher,
Honorary Commander, and
Mr. Trusler.
Photo by Crawford

Leaders Meet

Star athlete Andy Kulako
wich, who towers over six
feet, meets Serge Ja roff, di
minutive leader of the Don
·
Cossacks Chorus after their
performance at Alfred Uni·
versity recently. Andy has re
latives in the some region of
the Don River from where the
. Cossacks hail.
Williams
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tTS CAMELS FOR
M E-TH EV\/E GOT
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OM B E R S Q U A D RO N S
they say: ·
LAYlt.G TH E

,

WHAT IT TAKES !

for dropping
EGGS " the bombs

BROWN ED OFF " for bored
PIEC� OF CAKE " for an easy job

CAMEL11 for the Army mants favorite cigarette
FIRSr IN THE SERVICE
With ·men in the Army, Navy, Marines,
_- and Coast Guard, the favorite cigarette
is Camel. (Based on actual sales recocds

*

in Post Exchanges and Canteens. )
-

-

lt. J. lteynolds Tubatt0 C.om111ny, \\'1n,;tori-Salt"ru, !\or1h t 'uolina

•

'The

Zone

where cigarettes are
iudged

�

"T-ZO NE"-Taste and Throat-is the prov

jground

for c igarettes. Only your taste and

can decide which cigarette tastes best to

t

. . . and how it affects your throat. For your
and throat are absolutely individual to you.

on the experience of millions of smok
we

believe Camels will suit your "T-ZONE"

"T." Prove it for yourself!

B ET !
TH EY RE PLENTY
MI LD . . .
AN D PACKED ·
WITH FLAVOR
YOU
,

·
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Blind Teacher for Soldiers
Teaching Army Signal Corps members to repair radios while
working in the dark is the job of Byron H. Webb, 23, blind graduate of DePaul University,
Chicago. His fingers and keen hearing take the place of eyes and he uses ear phones instead of
Acme
the meters ordinarily used in repair work.
-

Cttyl
II

Campus Chorines step off a routine in "The Heart of a
wartime play . staged for the first time on the Pacific CoastDeMarcus Brown's noted College of the Pacific Little Thea�
company.
Collegiate Digest Photo by Willia

"Have One On Me, Prexy" . .
says this co-ed as she of.
fers her "purple passion" (a coke concoction) to President Joe
A. Brandt of the University of Okla homa during the sch
'
celebration of Frontier Week. Sooner students coll their ?
dent "Joe".
.

·

COU RT COM I CS

·

H igh -Speed Cameras Catch Basketball Funnies

0
"Mustn't touch," Bob Mullens of F ordham seems to be saying to John Buescher of Kansas, as the lat
ter plays "patticake" with the ball. This fast action was froze� stiff by the speed camera.

·

Gail Bishop (10) of Washington gives N. Y U's Roy
for a black eye as they lunge for the ball.
..

Ed Golub of St. Joh n's as he sits astride Joe Lauren of
when both missed the ball as it bounced off the board.

Al Grenert, N. Y. U ., hangs onto the ball and assumes an Atlas pose while Hersc;hel
Baltimore of Penn State hovers over him l i ke an angel.

Collegiote Digest Photos from Acme

Mig�on Presley of Southwestern
University, Memphis, Tenn., is a
one woman solution to the man
power shortage. She plays the
piano, sings, writes popular and
classical music, does sculptry and
designs batiks . . . and she is em
ployed pqrt time to tint photo
graphs at a professional studio.
Here she is work ing on a batik.

Try This for Size
Frankie Sinkwich, Georgia's No. 1
footbal l hero and ace passer, gets a close loo� at some of the
ammunition he'll be passing when he enters the Marine Corps
this Spring. He plans to make a movie before entering the
-

Dapper Flappers
The bi-annual Varsity Club initiation at
Springfield College (Mass.) brought out a bevy of beauties from
the ranks of the school's all male enroll ment. The three "gals"
pictured here are noted for football, pole vaulting and cross
country running. Dick Foster with the kitten portrays "Beauty and
the Beast."
Coll&giote Digest Photo by Lineberger
-

Salvaging Cuts
Staff members on the Madison C
yearbook are shown as they scrapped copper and zinc
as port of the Harrisonburg, Va., salvage driv� for th•
vital metals. The girls un mounted all old engravi"9.1
turned the precious metal over to the armed forcet.
-

'

l
Watch for the
Associated Collegiate Press
Coffegiate °-igest
National Collegiate
Bond Queen
Contest
.1

Look for

contest rules In your student
newspaper

Regardless of Male Skepticism co-eds at An
lege are toking over. The six women pictured a
all of the major campus positions - most of them
women's hands for the first time in the history of the

Collee)iote Dioost
S-T-R- E-T-C-H th at Allowa n ce - Buy Bon ds and Sta m ps

Sect ion
Publications Office: 3 1 7 Fawkes
Building, Minneapolis, Minnesota

Bost oft

S.n

fr•nc isco

An Educational Founda
tion of a different nature
is
•

being

acauired by these

students of Florida Southern
College as they mix cement
to

be

used

in

construction

of a new l ibrary. A shortage
of labor made it necessary
to call on men and women
students to do the work.

Collegiate Digest Photo by Simmons

Stuffed Animals

are all a part of Fenn College's war work.

In cddition to knitting sweaters and making hospital sup
plies, the co-eds make stuffed animals for children of men
in the service. Mary Butler is surrounded by ducks and multi
colored elephants made at a recent Lambda Sigma
pajama party . .

con make some easy spending money for
yourself and at the same time see that your
college is represented in Collegiate Digest by
sending in pictures of events on your campus.
We pay the regular professional rotes for all
photos accepted. Pictures should be at least
3 x 5 glossies and adequate caption material
must accompany all shots. R'member candid
or odion pictures ore preferred to posed
photos.
.

•

.

Get your shutters dicking and · send the
prints to Editor

Collegiate Digest
3 1 7 Fawkes Building, Minneapolis, Minn.

First Lady

to be accepted by the Drexel School of Enginee ring,
lphia, is Dorothy Jane Hampton. Miss Hampton is a special student
onic and quantitative chemistry. for the first time in the school's his
women were accepted for regular degree courses in engineering when
policy was odopted in January.

Chi

Syracuse University's three Byrne brothers, Charles, Matthew and William, all
members of different fraternities, decided to have a barn party for their fraternities
and girl friends. When noses were counted it was not surprising to find some 300
Syracuse students had flocked to the barn. They came d ressed in dungarees, hunt
ing clothes, sweaters and sneakers, danced old fashioned square dances, the Vir
ginia Reel and all the others, along with today's Conga and jive. Of course they
had cider and doughn uts, and of course they had a good time - as these pictures
Collegiate Digest Phata1 by Griffin
attest.

Bull sessions and storytelling took place around the stove. This was a favorite spot
as the weather was crisp. Host Matt Byrne, Jr., listens at left.

Guests reached the loft
by climbing this ladder.
Here Jean Ca rr, Alpha
Phi, makes her appear
ance.
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Students had a lot of
fun riding in the farm's
own milk wagon. Act
ing as horses are Jayne
Caulfield, Kappa Kap
pa Gamma, Jean Sterl
ing, K a p p a A I p h a
Theta, and Mary Gere,
Gamma Phi Beta. ·

\

·

Steve Garahan and
Glenn
Bar ba ra
pa u s e b e t w e e n.
dances to enjoy ci
der and doughnuts
in the stable.
A mad · scramble took place when hot dogs and hamb urgers started to sizzle
after the dance. Everyone hod their hand in for refreshments. Talk about fun
• . . you hove
it on the farm!

